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Prospects for Electron Cyclotron Current Drive
Stabilization of Neoclassical Tearing Modes in ITER

F. W. Perkinsl, R. W. Harveyz, M. Makowski3, and M. N. Rosenbluth1

1. Introduction. Neoclassical islands [1—4, 6] are observed to arise at the major rational

surfaces (mm) = (2,1), (3,1), (3,2) etc. of many tokarnalcs. Confinement degradation

and/or disruptions associated with these modes can limit [3, for example in DIII-D [4]. The

situation in IET [5] appears to be different. A recent review by O. Sauter [6] summarizes the
physical origin of neoclassical islands that result from the loss of bootstrap current density
when the pressure gradient becomes zero due to rapid parallel n'ansport within the island.

A key feature of neoclassical islands is their slow temporal evolution — estimates suggest 10—

305 for ITER {6] — which provides the opportunity to apply feedback techniques that could
both increase the operational B—limit and fusion poWer of ITER as well as providing a technique

to suppress locked modes arising from error fields. Electron Cyclotron Current Drive (ECCD)

can provide current profile control [7], and is an evident candidate for modulated CD to replace

the lost bootstrap current, thereby stabilizing toroidally rotating islands[8,9]. The key result of

this work is a criterion on the modulated current density needed to stabilize islands. We note

that the temporal modulation will suffice for rotating modes but that ECCD stabilization of

locked modes will require 4 ECCD launcher ports, spaced toroidally.

2. Analysis. Our approach is a generalization of the island evolution equation as set forth in

[10] , specialized t0 the (2,1) mode. A helical flux function is defined
1 + cos(2a) Bs
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and an associated nondimensional variable tit
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where at = 8 — (¢—(ot)/2, (i) denotes the island rotation rate, and w the island half—width.

Following stand techniques [10], the island evolution equation becomes

l1 2C1 aw I I !fiiT §=A+Am~5cd (3)

where
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and A’ is the usual tearing mode stability parameter defined by the external solution and is

assumed to be negative (tearing mode stability). The following flux surface average quantities
enter

“nfl“ do, (5)
I 2 WW) = “id—EMTq! + cos (on) V \p + cos‘(0t)

2
J(in, r, W/c) = Villa ii; dot _M(0ti exp {_ w_2 {\p + c052(u))} (6)

V 111+ cos2(ot) wed

whereffi denotes the region -7t<ot<1t for l|l>0 and the interval‘wherc ty+c0520t20 for —1<q1<0.

We parameterize the modulation function M(ot,'c) in terms of the fractional “on” time ”c, which

takes on the range 0<t<1.0,

1 0 < tal < “Ur/2
M(0t, 1:): l m17d2< Eocl<1t . (7)

0 TIE/'2 < locl < 19—11(12

The constants Cn are

.. W2 0
c1: dlp v =2.58 C2=ld1|1 =16”? (3)
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and we note that f d=0 . We have assumed a Gaussian driven current density
—1

distribution jcd = c exp(—x2/wcd2) (Zn-WI wed)'1 centered on the rational surface. The current
led is to be evaluated as if the ECCD power is on continuously. The bootstrap current density
is given by lbs within the island (-1<1|1<0) and zero outside. Since A'bs is positive, Eq.(3)
supports growing islands in the absence of ECCD which saturate when A‘bs = -A’.

3.5tabilization Criterion. The key observation [8] is that, in the thin island limit
w/d—m, both bootstrap and current drive contributions to A’ have an inverse dependence on

island width. It follows that one can prevent island growth when

. . l WK1 in >11”; Km. waved) = a L dv 1w. 1. was won . (9)
Figure 1 plots K1 versus the modulation on-time 1: and island width. Note that for a system

oontinuosly on, 1:1 in the thin island limit W<<c, so that K1 :0. Note also that currentdrive

effectiveness increases with island width for small islands and, for thin islands, there there is a
broad maximum in effectiveness K130.68 around 1:05. Thus, ECCD modulated 50%"on”—

50%"off‘ can prevent the growth of neoclassical islands when
0'68jcd>jbs ' (10)
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Of course, there must be reference signal obtained from magnetic diagnostics to select the

correct phase for the modulated feedback.

4. Unmodulated ECCD. It is also of interest to ascertain what effect unmodulated ECCD
power (17:1.0) will have. In this case, no direct stabilzation can be obtained but the saturated

island width will be modified according to

Figure 2 plots K1 for an unmodulated system as a function of island width. In this limit, K1
achieves a maximum of K1=0.60 for wed/w = 0.5-1.0. In general, K1 depends on island size
and Eq.(1 l) must be solved iteratively. For smalLbut—finite islands w<wcd, one can evaluate

C2K1= w7t3/2(2wcd)‘1leading to the expression for the saturated island half-width
W = jhs C2

[_ A’ as B + jcd 753,2)
4 “-0 R q 2 Wed

(12)

Equation (11) is in qualitative accord with the general observation that current drive localized
near the q=2 surface can affect island saturation sizes [11]. In the other limit where current

drive is concentrated into a thin layer relative to the island size, K1 takes on the asymptotic form
K1 = 1.55 vFEAx/w]-(wcdlw) , where Ax denotes the offset of the driven current layer from the

rational surface. Figure 3 plots the function F. As expected, when Ax exceeds 75% of the

island half-width, the stabilizing properties of current drive are lost.

5. Implementation. It follows that an ECCD mode stabilization system should have a

modulation rate comparable to anticipated island rotation frequencies, which in ITER can be as

large as 5 kHz for low-density NBI-heated discharges. The launcher design should localize

current drive centered on the mode rational surface. This leads to launch configurations with

off-midplane launch so that spatial focussing of the ECCD power coupled with a variable

poloidal launch angle can select the flux surface for ECCD power deposition. Fig. 4 reports

preliminary ray—tracing calculation which indicate that a 50 MW ECCD system for ITER can

fulfill the stabilization criterion (10), given a representative boostrap current level of

0.1 MA/m2 for ITER (see Fig. 9, ref[6]).
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Fig. 4. Current densily versus normalized radlus, lor EDMW
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Fig. 3. F(u) versus u=Ax/w.


